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Abstract 

When we are playing a video on our Laptop or Mobile or PC and if someone calls us, we have 

to get away from the device or simply look away from it and sometimes we may sleep in the 

middle while watching a video and we have to drag back to see the video where we have left. 

As a solution to overcome this issue we can build a smart media player which can be able to 

play or pause the media stream while the human face is detecting in front of the screen and 

while the persons eyes are opening. It detects the Human face and Eyes and for the time it 

detecting an open eye/eyes video will be play else video will be pause automatically. The 

system runs continuously while monitoring whether a human eye open or not and the player 

starts to running as soon as it is detecting the eyes again and which keeps running as long as it 

is detecting the eyes without the interruption. This can be accomplished by using the web 

camera which is on the top of the computer. The player pauses as soon as the human eyes not 

completely seen. If there is no human face detected then the player will be stopped 

immediately. We are using Image Processing techniques and Open CV haar-cascade 

algorithms and haar- features for performing face and eye detection in real time. In addition to 

controlling media player by eye blinking the player offers all the basic features of    a normal 

media player and it is generating a statistics report with performance analysis of the   Smart 

Media Player. As per the performance analysis system has achieved ~6 frames per second and 

~6 faces per second.    

 

Key Words: Media Player, Face Detection, Eye Detection, Web Camera, Image Processing, 

Haar-cascade, Algorithms, Haar-features, Accuracy, Open CV 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background & Motivation 

Communications between intelligent devices and Human Computer Interactions (HCI) are 
being a dynamic field of study from the last decades. Each and every person depending on their 
computers to perform their tasks. To get the efficient use of these devices we need computer 
applications to communicate more and more. 

Media player is also that kind of an application which is used to play multimedia files. Media 
players contain standard control icons such as play, pause, next, previous, stop, fast and back 
forward controls, volume, time controls and etc. Media players can design to function with 
different features and for different goals such as some media players can be control with human 
body gestures or emotions or voice commands. 
 
Nowadays people are very busy with their daily activities. However, they managed to watch 
videos as they find time or even while they are working. Even though most of the housewives 
watch dramas and movies as a daily routine while they are busy with their work at home. 
Also, people spend time to watch video in the meantime of vehicles move. When we play a 
video on our laptops and if somebody calls us, we simply look away from it, or get away from 
the device, due to this we will lose some part of video. Then we need to drag back to see the 
video from the point we have left. As a solution for this issue we can develop a media player 
that can detects human eye blinking and while it is detecting face and open eyes, the video will 
be play else video will get pause automatically. The player starts playing again as soon as it 
detects the open eye and the face appears in front of the camera. This can be done using the 
laptop web camera. As long as the camera detects an open eye the player keeps on playing 
video. 
 
The other similar researches talking only about the players which are controllable based on the 
face detection only. But the problem is, sometimes the user can appear in front of the camera 
and put the eyes down or aside when they miss their concentration. 
 

1.2 Motivation 

Video players does not pause itself even though the user suddenly get into another work. So, 
they shall bit confuse in which frame they have ended watching. For instance, if a mother 
suddenly turns to look after the child, she will miss the frame from where she left. Therefore, 
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there is a possibility to struggle on re-locating. Likewise, if a student studies or a housewife 
cook by looking at a video, he/she should pause, write and vice versa. This makes people tired 
of doing it again and again. Moreover, it causes energy wastage for both human and electronic 
devices. Sometimes, a person may sleep in the middle while watching a video. This also can 
cause to waste of Mobile data and Loss of charge. Because, screen does not go sleeping mode 
until the video pause. People does not often consider on what they were doing when they meet 
an important work suddenly. In such situations, they would feel convenient if there is an option 
for auto pause and auto play. 

1.3 Objectives 

The problem domain leads to find a solution based on the movements of a user. In general, 
Human eye focus on what they see over. Monitoring and capturing the motion of human eye 
while a video be opened, can help to detect what they wish to do; pause or play. Thereby, the 
solution for the problem domain is to develop a smart video player with eye detection by image 
processing to pause or play automatically. 

This innovative option can further be extended till making the option customized to operate 
auto or manual. Following objectives will be achieved for complete the development: 

 Exploring the features of existing video players and explore to design with basic 
features of a player 

 Exploring about image processing and understanding how to detect objects over 
webcam & finding a suitable way or technology to implement face detection and 
capturing eye motion 

 Designing a system architecture for capturing eye motion and operations to be done in 
the media player with the captured motion 

 Exploring about image processing and Understanding how to detect eye movement 
over webcam and detecting how the algorithm varies while angle and distance change.      

 The solution for the problem domain would be throw concern on implementing motion of 
human eye based on image processing. System can detect if there is human eye in front of web 
front camera. It detects the eyes when it is open. Moreover, the system contain options like 
playing video from browsing directory, Play, pause more like designed in a simple video 
player. This system will focus only on the innovative idea which gives solution for the problem. 
But the compulsory options of the player also developed. Limitations of the scope would be in 
general cases like using spectacles will not bother support or response correctly or will not be 
considered as the system designed for. This would always be an exception case of operator’s 
eye to be detected by the system. And the system may not correctly response for the people 
who have disabilities in their eye. The user may operate it from a long distance or watch from 
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far away from the screen which is not capture human eye for doing the operation. So, the system 
will have limitation for those who operate from a long distance.  

In this chapter, background information, identified problem and the solution for that problem 
were discussed. Chapter 2 explains the review on similar systems with appropriateness. 
Chapter 3 explains the design of the solution in the methodological approach. Whereas, the 
chapter 4 draws an evaluation on the final outcomes and the achievement of my research and 
elaborates about the positive, negative and future implementation. Chapter 5 gives a conclusion 
about the result from the project. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Similar Systems and Technologies 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we are going to discuss about the current issues in existing video players. Other 
Approaches taken to overcome the problem, the differences between those solutions and 
Specialties of our proposed solution are also discussed here. 

2.2 Other approaches 

Piotar Dalka [1] introduces the Multimodal Human Computer Interface for severely disabled 
and paralyzed people which can track the lip movement and doing lip gesture recognition using 
Artificial Neural Network for lip gesture recognition and Fuzzy clustering used for lip shape 
segmentation. They used web cameras to capture the faces. Marcelo Archajo Jos [2] presents 
an innovative lip control system which is specially focused on the people who got affected by 
tetraplegia. They design a system by using lower lip potentials as control commands for an 
input device. This is considering as an interesting approach in the development of assistive 
technologies. K. Meenakshi [5] developed a software interface to use mouth gestures to move 
cursor on the screen and to perform mouse click operations. Disha H, Shubhangi T, Snehal P 
[7] have proposed a solution for handicaps or those who unable to operate computer systems. 
The proposed solutions they came up with is consists of a five-step algorithm to calculate the 
direction of eyes to control computer system through a single web camera. Margrit Betke [3] 
introduces “Camera Mouse” system to give computer access for the physically disabled people. 
In here the system tracks the persons movements captured through a video camera and translate 
them as the mouse pointers movement on the screen. Yo-Jen Tu [4] implements a system to 
control by head poses and hand gestures of human.  All of these systems are designed for 
physically disabled peoples they need the user in front of the system or user interaction and 
they don’t have the facility to automatically control the system if the user gets away from the 
system or user changed his focus to another work. 

Mukesh V et al [9] implemented a system architecture for controlling a media player based on 
the face detection using webcam. Also, they are doing the same research, but they have used 
to detect face and motion and control the media player. S.V. Viraktamath et al [10] they are 
dealing with detection and face tracking using Open CV and analyzing the captured image and 
stored the image in database. This is used to check the location of the human face and size, 
position. Knowledge base approach, Integration Based Approach with multiple functionalities 
and Static Approach are used to perform face detection. Deepika Nadar, Suma Acharya, 
Sarvesh Parab and Akhil karkera [6] have created a look base media player which could be 
operated based on face tracking with the help of web camera. Hand gestures plays a crucial 
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role in increasing and reducing the volume. They also have used Haar Cascades algorithm like 
most of the other researchers used. In this system they only considering the Face and eyes 
detection without considering the eye blinking states. (Eyes Open / Eyes Closed). In our system 
in addition to face and eye detection we are considering the eye blinking and allows to play the 
video if the eyes open only. 

Dr. Abhijit Banubakode et al [20] done a research and implements a Media player which can 
be control by human emotions. They introduce a new technology to identify human emotions 
called, “Emotion Sensory World of Blue Eyes Technology”. Moreover, they used Eye 
detection, face detection, lip detection, image processing techniques to identify the facial parts 
where can be observe emotions such as happy, sad, hate, angry, thinking etc. Model-Based Eye 
Detection and Animation [13] implements a system to detect the human eye motion from a 
video stream. In eye motion estimation they collect the eye location information in each 
consecutive frames of the video and synthesizing these eye motion estimations into a virtual 
character and makes the virtual face moves the eyes in the same way than the human face. Edge 
detection algorithms used for eye detection. Region Segmentation and various image 
preprocessing techniques applied to the extracted eye features to extract the iris center. This 
study helps us to get an idea about a system capable of face tracking, eye tracking, eye blinking 
detection, and eye features extraction. 

Magee et al [12] proposed a system to control the computer application by tracking eye motion 
direction. They used an USB camera for capturing the human face. They used multiscale 
template correlation to capture face. By using the camera, they detect the left and right sides of 
the faces and they exploit the symmetry between the both eyes of the user.  Zafer Savas et al 
[14] presents a system to detect the human eyes from videos in real time. In here CAMSHIFT 
algorithm used to track the outline of an object. This only considers the objects with irregular 
shaped and can change the shapes and sizes during the process. Several steps of image pre-
processing applied to the face area to get efficient results during the searching process. Then 
by applying the geometrical properties of the face both Left and Right eyes get determined 
locate each eye separately. The detected left right eyes and location info used as a training eye 
sets to the eye area detection algorithms. At the end of the process by associating the 
geometrical locations of human with the target area, they extracted eye gaze information. These 
systems only considering the Eye area detection not the eye blinking states. 

Siddharth Swarup Rautaray, Anupam Agrawal [8] implemented a vision-based input device 
for using computer vision and gesture recognition for controlling VLC media player. They used 
K Nearest Neighbors algorithm for gesture recognition. Uma Annamalai et al [21] implemented 
a system for Controlling Multimedia Applications Using Hand Gesture Recognition. This 
system acts as an intermediary between human machines Interaction. They used various hand 
gestures to control media player operations such as up, down, left, right etc. It has an application 
running on the backend to capturing and storing various hand gesture inputs. And they are 
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using various image pre-processing techniques to remove the noise in images. Mahdi Abbasi, 
Mohamed R.Khosravi [11] they are processing with big datasets of eye videos which requires 
fast and robust algorithms for eye tracking and to predict the eye positions of human in 
consecutive frames of the videos. In their research they are proposing a genetic algorithm to 
increase the eye detection rate at the sampling step of particle filtering. Xuebai Zhang et al [15] 
developed a system called, “VLEYE” for assisting video lectures. It is based on eye tracking. 
This System has 3 major modules, those are Eye Movement Recorder, Video Analyzer, and 
Dynamic Area of Interest Module. The main task of the system is to allow data gathering in 
Dynamic Areas of Interest and integrate it with the eye movement data. Ince and Yang [16] 
done a research to detect exact eye blobs by applying differential geometry within sub-pixel 
level of the captured web camera images of eye features and which helps them to found out a 
low-cost eye tracking system with blinking and drowsiness detection. This approach used in 
our system for eye blink detection. Hossain Mahbub et al [32] proposed a system to get the 
accurate eye central tracker using web camera to detect the eye ball direction. It is mainly 
focusing on low. Power consuming devices. They used the algorithm to calculate the mean of 
gradient. Vector. But it failed to detect eye states such as open/closed. 

Furkan Ince et al [33] introduced an algorithm to detect the eye blobs. It is focusing on fast and 
detecting the sub pixel level in a precise way. This is existing in OpenCV library. It is providing 
efficient performance for lower cost eye tracking applications and blink detections. This 
algorithm used to track the eye ball location info with the central coordinates.Ruslana 
Makovetsky and Gayane [22] implemented a media player with face detection and tracking 
with web camera. In this system, the player will start / keep playing if the human face is totally 
visible to the camera if he turns it will pause and if he gets away from the screen it will stop. 
In this system even if the user not looking the screen or he is sleeping while face is in front of 
the screen video will keep playing continuously without pausing. Our proposed solution can 
avoid the drawbacks by considering the eyes and eye blink states and it allows the player to 
keep play if there is at least one open human eye detected. Otherwise it will be paused 
automatically. 

Gautami Shingan et al [31] implemented a media player which is controlled by colors. This 
system used web camera to capture the color cards and image processing techniques and 
OpenCV libraries to detect and recognize the various colors to control the basic player 
operations. They used Java FX for player implementation. They used black card for Close, red 
for Pause, Blue for Play and Play Next Song and Green for Previous Song. They applied image 
capturing, image sharping, color detection, color recognition algorithms in order to get the task 
accomplished. 

By a deep analysis of existing media players most of them are focusing only face detections or 
hand gesture recognition or emotional detection and color detection, voice-based approaches. 
Considering the faces cannot be a proper solution because most of us using media players while 
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on the bed before sleeping or sleeping in front of laptop screen or focusing on other works or 
eyes will be focusing other places even though if we are in front of the laptop. Due to those 
issues we came across with a solution to use both face and open eye detection to play control 
the media player. For our system implementation we are using the image capturing algorithms 
from Gautami Shingan et al [31]. 

Dr.Abhijit et al [10] implemented a media player which operates by human emotions. In their 
application they used face detection algorithm to extract facial features implemented by Viola 
and Johnes which has a high detection rate and most suitable for real time applications. We 
used the same algorithms for face detection which is inbuild with OpenCV haar-cascade 
classifiers. Detecting Human Face can be obtaining from several ways. S.V. Viraktamath et al 
[10] used knowledge based and static approaches with integration approach in their system. 
Which has incorporated with several functionalities to achieve the task and time consuming 
which is not suitable for a real time player. Sanyam Garg [26] suggested a method to use Voila 
Johnes algorithm for only eye regions of the consecutive frames using pre trained haar cascade 
classifiers for detecting eye states. He found a solution as using a common classifier to detect 
the eye regions whether it is open /closed. And then using the specific and respective classifiers 
for left and right eyes which can be detect only the open eyes. We are using this method for 
open eye detection in our smart media player. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology and Implementation 

3.1 Introduction 

According to previous literature review clearly indicates that we can convert the human body 
features to create a better Human Computer Interaction to communicate with the devices in an 
efficient manner. This chapter included the modules and components and how each module 
interacted with each other and the system implementation details of Smart Media Player. 

3.2 System Analysis and Design 

Figure 3.1: Activity Diagram for Smart Media Player 

This player contains all the basic functionalities and features of the existing media player and 
more over it implements with the logic of if at least one human face is detected and one of left 
or right eyes or both eyes were detected and if the eyes are open, player start to play the movie 
or if it is already started then keeps it playing until the open eye detected. If eyes were closed 
then the video has to pause. Otherwise, if there is no human face detected then the video get 
stops. The above Figure 3.1 shows the activity diagram of the Smart Media Player controlled 
by face and eye states detection. 
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Eye state recognition is collaborated with the face detection from the input video frame 
captured by web camera on real time. This system implementation is divided into following 
categories. Those are, 

Set the field of view of the web camera: in our system implementation we are using the laptop 
web camera for capturing the images. Webcams are fixed focus imaging systems where we 
don’t have any optical component to transformation (aperture, lenses) etc. For web cameras 
field of view is normally stated relative to sensor-size, sensor shape and the focal length of the 
lens. A wide sensor can have a larger field of view where as a square sensor with the same area 
will have a smaller field of view [29].  The standard focal distance for fixed focus web cam 
manufacturers is nearly 1.5 meters distance from the web camera. This value guarantees that a 
large enough distance range falls under suitable focus. [28] Field of view implies the region of 
a real-world scene that is visible for the imaging medium. It can be determined by few ways. 
It can be measured horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. Following Figure 3.2 shows the 
relationship between focal length and the Field of View. 

 

   Figure 3. 2 - Relationship between focal length and the Field of View with the size of the sensor 

The relationship between the field of view (α) and image plane dimension(w) are related with 
the focal length(f) becoming like this, f = w/2 cot (α/2). Most of the time horizontal field of 
view for the web cameras is between 50 - 70 degrees. Plugging the range of field of view (α) 
the focal length becomes the value between the value related with the width of image plan (w) 
and the rage becoming like this, 0.7w <= f <= w. But it gives the crude approximation and not 
100% accurate value for the focal length. But it gives the rule of thumb and it is useful even 
we are using precise calibration. For example, if the web camera resolution is 1280×720, the 
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focal length will between1100 – 1300. OpenCV provides the way to set the Horizontal, Vertical 
resolutions to set the focus manually while stop the auto focus of the web camera [30]. 
 
Following lines showing the code segment for setting camera resolution to 1280×720 for 
getting a better view range throw web camera. 
 
VideoCapture videoDevice = new VideoCapture(0) # Generate camera object 
videoDevice.set (CV_CAP_PROP_SETTINGS, 1) # to set autofocus off 
videoDevice.set (3, 1280) # set the Horizontal resolution 
videoDevice.set (4, 720) # set the Vertical resolution 
 

At the final step of pre-processing histogram enhancement applied to increase the precision of 
algorithm by normalizing the brightness and increasing the contrast. As a result of this step, 
the black and white structures of the frame become more significant (d). Following Figure 3.3 
shows each steps of pre-processing. 

Capturing the video from web camera: We are using OpenCV [18] java libraries for the 

purpose. We have created a thread running on backend of the player which continuously 

capturing image using web camera until the player get closed. Web camera captures around 5 

-10 images per second.  

 

Pre-processing: Before passing each consequent frame to face detection algorithm image pre-

processing steps will be applied to each frame to make the algorithm more precise. According 

to below Figure 3.3 First, Original image(a) is transformed from RGB colour format to gray

 scale(b) and then, image resizing occurred by applying pixels sampling to increase the

 algorithm work faster(c), According to Ruslana Makovetsky et al [23] factor of 5 applied to

 the original image to scale down. 
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Figure 3.3 – Image Pre-Processing Steps 

Face Detection:  After pre-processing steps, preprocessed image forwarded to face detection 
process, where various positions of the face are detected. Viola and Johnes algorithm used to 
detect faces. It is the high detection rate and more competitive algorithm to detect objects in 
real time. It is using haar cascades for face detection. Harr cascade classifiers for frontal face 
and profile face are available in OpenCV [18] library. Basically, this classifiers pre trained with 
positive and negative images of human faces. Then we can simply use this feature for extracting 
faces from images. 

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the four different types of rectangle features used by the haar 
classifiers. In that they are using the pixel intensities instead of using direct pixels. According 
to that each single feature value is calculated by subtracting the sum of pixels of white rectangle 
from sum of pixels of black rectangle [25]. In Figure 3.4, A, B illustrates two rectangle features, 
C shows three rectangle and D shows the four-rectangle feature. 
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                                          Figure 3.4 - Haar extraction rectangle features 

However, before using the classifier the image is mirrored and then the haar-cascade frontal 
face classifier is applied. If the face is found the coordinates of box containing the image are 
flipped back to correspond to actual image [25].                                                                                                           

Following Figure 3.5 shows how does the haar features working. It focusing on the eye region 
in first image and that is often darker than the nose region and cheeks. [25] 

                   

                                       Figure 3.5 - Examples of harr extraction on human face 
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In out code implementation we are using detectMultiscale module of OpenCV. Which creates 
a rectangle region around the detected face and the coordinates of the region used to detect 
face. Let we assume it as x, y, w, h. Most important code parameters of this module are, 

 scaleFactor: This indicates the size to be reduced from image size at each image scale. It 

has values of x,y (x,y are the arbitrary values to be set). A lower value for scale factor 

leads to downscaling.  

 minNeighbors: It is used to initialized the number of “neighbors” candidate rectangles. If 

this value is high than the quality of detected image will increase but no of detection will 

decrease. 

 minSize: This param used to set the minimum object size. If our object size is small in the 

captured image than we need to set a lower value for this. By default (30,30) used [25]. 

In our smart media player, we are using frontal face classifiers to detect front faces only. 

Because we are allowing to play the video files if the user looks the screen only.  

Eye Detection: It can be done via extracting the eye region from the detected face. So, it is 

always following the face detection and it cannot perform it individually. It is performed with 

the use of haar cascades pre learned classifiers in OpenCV. It is very difficult detect the 

blinking eye whether it is open or closed and which algorithm to be used for that. By an 

extensive literature review we found that we have to use separate cascade detectors for the left 

and right eyes to achieve this goal. Those are, 

 haarcascade_eye_tree_eyeglasses.xml used to detect both open and close states. 

 haarcascade_lefteye_2splits.xml used to detect left eye while its open only 

 haarcascade_righteye_2splits.xml used to detect right eye while it is open only 

In smart media player first, we are applying the common eye classifier on the detected face in 

the region where maybe containing eyes. It will detect if eyes existing unaware of the eye states. 

If the result for common eye classifier success then the separate detectors of left and right eyes 

will be executed to find out whether the eyes are open. Left eye classifier applied to the right 

side of the detected face and Right eye classifier will be applied to the Left side of the detected 

face. Eye detection is happening on the actual image size while face detection is happening on 
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Figure 3.6- Haar-Cascade Algorithm for Eye Detection 

                                                  

Media Player: JAVAFX Framework for media player implementation. The player using 

following logic. If at least one face and one open eye detected player plays the movie. If eye 

state closed and faces are detected player will be paused. If there are no faces detected player 

stops. 

More than that player has implemented with all the basic components and functionalities like 

open file, playlist, close, volume, time bar, previous, next, fast, slow, normal speed, move 

the reduced image size [26]. If we get an eye detection result for both common and at least one 

specific detector then the eyes are open and the player will start to play or keep playing. If we 

can detect an eye with the common classifier and not detect with specific classifiers that will 

consider the eye state as closed and player will be paused. If none of them find eye it will result 

no eyes found and player will pause. The following Figure 3.6 shows how does the flow of

 haar-cascade algorithm works for human eye detection. 
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forward, move backward operations. Moreover, to basic player operations we are 

implementing the time tracker as well to get videos total duration and time left.  

JavaFX Designer called Scene Builder used to build the complex GUI for this smart video 

player. The Code implementations for the Media player is included in Appendix B. Following 

Figure 3.7 shows the player GUI while running a video [1] 

 

Figure 3.7 - GUI of Smart Media Player 
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Chapter 4 

System Evaluation 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter describes statistics of the algorithms which are used for the face detection and 
eye detection and the frame rate and the summarization of the advantages and disadvantages 
of our Smart Media Player while comparing with the existing media players and the 
perceptional end user evaluation for quality analysis of the player and functionality testing and 
accuracy of the work carried out. 

4.1. Experiments and results  

System performance analysis done by running the thread for continuously around 60 minutes 
(60*60 = 3600 seconds).  Following Figure 4.1 illustrates the final outcome of number of 
frames detected on that duration and frame rate per second and no of different human faces 
detected and total numbers of human face detected during the period and face detection rate 
per second and number of opened left eyes and the percentage of left eyes only against the total 
number of faces and the number of opened right eyes and the percentage of right eyes only 
against the total numbers of human faces and the total number of single eyes detected against 
the total number of human faces and also total number of both opened left and right eyes 
detected and the percentage of both eyes against total numbers of faces. 

  

                          Figure 4.1- Statistical summary of the algorithm's evaluation. 
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As per the final outcome, 

 Image capturing rate is ~6 (6.059) frames per second. Following equation used to 
calculate this value. 

      Image Capturing Rate = Total number of frames detected / Time 

      Image Capturing Rate = 21818 / 3601 = 6.059 (~6 frames per second) 

     

 Face Detection rate is ~6 (5.965) faces per second. Following equation used to 
calculate this value 

       Face Detection Rate = Total number of faces detected / Time 

       Face Detection Rate = 21479 / 3601 = 5.965 (~6 faces per second) 

             

             Face Detection Rate with Total Frames is 98.45%. Following equation used to                         
calculate this value 

             Faces Detected per frame = (Total number of faces detected / Total number of                                                     
frames detected) * 100 

             Faces Detection Rate per Frame = (21479 / 21818) * 100 = 98.45%   

 

 Single Eyes Per face is 22.645%. Following equation used to calculate this value. 

      Singl Eyes per Face = ((Total number of left eyes only detected + Total number of                                                  
right eyes only detected) / Total number of faces detected)                                                  
* 100 

      Single Eyes per Face = ((1976 +2888) / 21479) * 100 = 22.645% 

 

 Both Eyes Per face is 59.179%. Following equation used to calculate this value. 

      Both Eyes per Face = (Total number of both left and right eyes detected at a                                                          
time/ Total number of faces detected) * 100     

      Both Eyes per Face = (12711 / 21479) * 100 = 59.179% 

 

 Open Eyes per face is 81.82%, following equation used to calculate this value. 
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            Open Eye per Face = Total Number of Open Eyes Detected / Time 

            Open Eye per Face   = ((Total number of single eyes only detected + Total number of                                                                          
both left and right eyes detected) / Total number of faces detected) * 100 

            Open Eye per Face   = ((1976 + 2888 +12711) / 21479) * 100 = 81.82%  

 

4.2 Advantages of Smart Media Player 

 User friendly media player 

 Avoiding the missing any part of video due to other works or sleep 

 Improved and Explicit Human Computer Interaction  

 Avoid dragging back towards where they have missed. 

 Helps to save users' time 

 Helps to save electricity 

 Having all the basic functional requirements as existing media players 

 

4.3 Disadvantages of Smart Media Player 

 Face detection needs full face of the user. 

 Java FX not supporting for all video formats like MKV, AVI 

 

4.4 Perceptional System Analysis of Smart Media Player 

Perceptional system analysis of smart media player carried out through user survey and the 
system evaluated based on how it is responses to different users. There are 33 users participated 
in this survey. Users given with the video player directly and asked to mark their observation 
for rating the system. 

The parameters for observations are as follows; 

 Moving head away from the vision of web front camera and observe whether it pauses 
or not. 

 Entering again to the vision of the web front camera to check whether the video plays 
again. 

 Closing eyes in front of the vision and observe whether it is pauses or not. 
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 Opening eyes and observe whether it is playing the video again. 

 Testing the system functionality while person move back and forward (variability in 
scale) 

 Shaking the users head (in-plane rotations) 

 Possible obstructions (person performing actions such as drinking a coffee, partially 
cover his face by hands, etc.) 
 

Appendix C shows the sample user survey carried out for perceptional quality analysis. 

 

Following Figure 4.2 shows the standard deviation of user’s response for usability of the 
system. 

 

Figure 4.2-User feedback for the usability of smart media player 

 

Following Figure 4.3 shows the users feedback regarding the main functionalities (Eye 
detection-based player control) of media player 
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Figure 4.3-User feedback for the functional achievement of the system 

                                        

These are the snapshots of media player. Following Figure 4.4 shows the screen shots of 
media player and how does the face detection and eye detection works. 

 

Figure 4.4-Screen shot of media player while starting application 
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Following Figure 4.5 shows the screen capture while opening media file.

 

Figure 4.5-Screen shot of media player while choosing video file 

Following Figure 4.6 shows the player playing while face and open eyes detection. 

 

Figure 4.6-Screen shot of media player while detecting face and eyes 
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Following Figure 4.7 shows the results of media player while left eye closed and right eyes opened. 

 

Figure 4.7-Screen shot of the application while left eye closed 

Following Figure 4.8 shows the screen shots of application while closing both eyes 

 

Figure 4.8-screen shots of media player while both eyes closed 

Following Figure 4.9 shows the screen shots of media player while covering the half of the face. 
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Figure 4.9-Screen shots of the media player while both eyes closed 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusion  

 

 

 

 

 

are opened or closed. This process using image capturing and face detection, eye detection

According to the literature surveys and analyzing the current media players, we have concluded

algorithms  running  as  a  thread  in  the  backend.  The  player  gets  started  to  play 

automatically or keep playing as long as only while the eyes are open and it will go to pause 

while the eyes are closed or eyes not detected or human faces not detected. It will be a most 

beneficial product for the people whoever watching films while they are working and etc. As 

per the statistical analysis of the system, it can capture ~6 (6.059) frames per second and face 

detection rate is ~6 (5.965) faces per second. The percentage of open eyes detection is 81.82% 

with comparing the total human faces detected. But in our system, we are facing some 

environmental noise while detecting the human face and the similar objects like human face 

also considered as a human and it is affecting the performance of this system. So, we need a 

noise free background to get the efficient performance of the player. Even we make it user 

friendly some of the other functionalities like voice control, playing next, playing previous, 

fast forward, backward, slow operations are needs to be done manually. Thus, in future we 

have to find out solution for overcome these issues. 

that in our proposed solution we have introduced a media player application that simplify 

the image capturing and face detection from the captured image and checking whether the eyes
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Appendix B 

To initialize the media player 

 

To choose media file from path 
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To set volume slider 

 

To Set time slider 

 

 
For Play video 
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For basic player controls

 

For playlist 
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For face and eye detection from captured image 
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For next song 

 

For previous song 
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